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The CS Kernel with Lattice QCD

The Collins-Soper (CS) Kernel
Transverse motion of partons in hadrons gives rise
to Transverse Momentum-dependent Distributions
(TMDs).

Using Large-Momentum Effective Theory (LaMET), the CS
kernel may be computed with Lattice QCD via space-like
matrix elements of staple-shaped operators:

TMDs appear in factorized cross-sections of
processes sensitive to transverse momenta of
partons – e.g. in Drell-Yan:

One possible observable is a quasi-TMD wavefunction (WF)
with
from two-point correlation functions:

With bare matrix elements computed, the ratio yields the CS kernel after:
1. Renormalization;
2.
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3. Fourier Transform;
4. Perturbative Matching.

Renormalization of rapidity divergences in TMDs leads to the Collins-Soper scale
and the evolution equation with a Collins-Soper (CS) Kernel:
Fourier conjugate to parton’s transverse momentum.

Fourier-transformed TMD for parton i in hadron h.

Collins-Soper (CS) Kernel
(independent of external state h).
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LQCD calculations are broadly consistent – but different treatments of matching,
Fourier transform and renormalization lead to signiﬁcant systematic effects, and
power corrections can be sensitive to valence quark masses.
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Recent formal and code developments increase computational eﬃciency, which
enables calculations at ~ physical
to remove partial quenching and
suppress power corrections.
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Preliminary ﬁgure from this work
(different normalization)

Greater computational eﬃciency also allows to reduce systematic uncertainties
from the Fourier transform by increasing data frequency and range in
(right
panel) – which requires a greater number of and longer staple conﬁgurations,
respectively.

Preliminary ﬁgure from this work
(different ensemble and renormalization scale)

With the auxiliary-ﬁeld approach, the renormalization of extended staple-shaped
operators is simpliﬁed to that of point-like objects. In the RIx-MOM scheme¹
(right panel, log scale), compared to the usual RI’-MOM scheme (left panel, linear
scale), mixing effects are both reduced and in better agreement with one-loop
lattice perturbation theory² (white circles).
¹ Green, Jansen, and Steffens, PRL 121 (2018) and PRD 101(2020).
² Constantinou, Panagopoulos, and Spanoudes, PRD 99 (2019) and PRD 96 (2017).

